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Newegg Commerce, Inc.
A Growth Company Not Fully Hatched (Corrected Copy)

Initiating coverage with an Outperform rating. We believe Newegg has a platform that is 
positioned to benefit from a fast-growing e-commerce vertical, namely, electronics. The 
company’s platforms serve both B2B and B2C customers on an international scale, reaching 
more than 20 countries. Moreover, the company has additional growth opportunities through 
expansion into other e-commerce verticals. 

Growing e-commerce market. The global retail e-commerce market is expected to grow at 
13.5% CAGR from 2019-2026. Notably, the North American technology e-commerce market, 
Newegg’s area of focus, is expected to grow even faster, at 25% CAGR over the same period.

Improving operating environment. The company faced product oversupply, due to backlogs 
that built up during the global supply chain crisis. We believe the company will swing towards 
revenue and cash flow growth in 2024. In addition, the company recently initiated cost-cutting 
measures which should improve operational efficiency and operating margins.

Solid financial position. As of September 30, 2022, the company had $81.9 million in cash 
and modest long-term debt of $1.4 million. We believe this gives the company significant 
financial flexibility, which it could use to seek opportunistic acquisitions to enhance long-term 
revenue and cash flow growth.

Compelling stock valuation. Near current levels, the NEGG shares trade at 0.5 times 
enterprise value to our 2023 revenue forecast, well below peers, which trade near an average 
1.0 times. We believe an improved revenue outlook and expanding margins will be key 
catalysts toward higher stock valuations. We rate the NEGG shares Outperform with $3.50 
price target.
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Investment Appraisal

Newegg is a relatively new company to the public markets, with its initial public offering in May of 2021. As such, many 
investors may not be familiar with this e-commerce company, with a focus on technology, computers, and peripherals. The 
company has a long history, having been established in 2001. It sells technology products directly to consumers and also 
allows third-parties to sell on the platform for a commission. Additionally, Newegg provides various services such as logistics 
and other e-commerce related services. In 2020, the company began pivoting when Anthony Chow began his tenure as CEO, 
focusing on being a more streamlined, unified e-commerce platform. Since that time, the B2B business, which used to operate 
more as traditional brick and mortar business, has been integrated more fully with the rest of the company's e-commerce 
operations as management has taken steps to unify the company's platforms and drive for improved efficiencies. However, 
2020 also brought challenges associated with the global pandemic. 

With the COVID pandemic adversely affecting e-commerce companies due to disruptions to the global supply chain, a 
secondary effect also proved challenging to the company. Namely, as the supply chain issues abated, the company was 
adversely affected by oversupply of products and pressure on prices from a slowing economy and weakened demand. The 
oversupply issues, however, are beginning to be resolved, and as such, we anticipate pricing will stabilize later this year. 

Our 2023 outlook anticipates a weakening economy. As such, total company revenues are expected to decline 9.4% from 
$1.68 billion to $1.52 billion. The company has cut costs to right size its business. As a result, we anticipate that margins will 
improve. Adj. EBITDA is expected to swing positive to $3.9 million in 2023 from an expected $4.3 million loss in 2022, reflecting 
modest margins of 0.3%. At this time, we are conservatively anticipating a sluggish recovery with 2024 revenue growth of 3.1% 
to $1.57 billion and Adj. EBITDA of $7.4 million, an 84% increase. We believe that revenue and Adj. EBITDA may offer upside 
surprise potential should the global economic conditions improve. 

The company has a solid balance sheet to navigate through its current fundamental trough. As of September 30, 2022, the 
company had $81.9 million in cash and modest long-term debt of $1.4 million. We believe this gives the company significant 
financial flexibility, which it could use to seek opportunistic acquisitions to enhance long-term growth. We have assigned the 
company 3.5 checks for its fundamental analysis, which is above average, given the strength of its balance sheet and large and 
growing market opportunity. 

As the New Egg on the block, the company has a number of hurdles. One, there is a lack of awareness of this largely 
underfollowed, undiscovered company. Two, the company's current fundamental environment appears cloudy given the 
challenged global economic conditions. We believe that investors willing to look beyond the challenged 2023 fundamentals will 
be rewarded. Near current levels, the NEGG shares trade at 0.5 times enterprise value to our 2023 revenue forecast, well 
below its peers, which trade near an average 1.0 times revenues. We are valuing the company based on a revenue multiple, 
due to the modest cash flow margins for Newegg as well as of many e-commerce peers. In our view, the stock appears to be 
near recessionary type valuations. 

We are initiating coverage with an Outperform rating and a $3.50 per share price target, which reflects a target multiple of 1.0 
times enterprise value to 2023 revenues. We believe the key catalysts for the stock achieving our price target include the 
successful rightsizing of the company's cost structure, improved margins, accretive acquisitions to enhance growth, and the 
successful execution of the company's revenue and cash flow growth initiatives. Risks to achieving our price target include: 
increased competition as more businesses move into the e-commerce vertical, sustained macroeconomic headwinds, such as 
inflation, and lower than expected consumer adoption of the company's expanding product offerings. 
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Investment Highlights

Growing market. According to Frost and Sullivan, the North American technology e-commerce market is expected to grow at 
25% CAGR from 2019-2026. 

Leading in its category. Newegg is the largest technology-focused player in the e-commerce space.

Expansive list of marketplace partners. Newegg Marketplace boasts more than 9,000 third-party sellers from more than 47 
regions and countries.

Broad international reach. Newegg’s platform sells to consumer in more than 20 countries. 

B2C and B2B sales. The company serves a wide range of customers, including individual consumers, businesses, schools, and 
municipalities. 

Widening product offerings. The company is widening its product offerings to include other peripheral technology categories 
such as smart home, health, e-sports, and emerging technology products to expand customer demographics and drive the next 
phase of growth. 

Complementary business segments. The company’s Services segment offers services to vendors and partners to reduce 
friction in the selling process, which allows Newegg to indirectly capture additional high-margin revenue from its e-commerce 
platforms.

Consumer friendly. In 2021, Newegg was listed by Newsweek as having one of the U.S.’s best loyalty programs.

Investment Risks

Competition. Increased competition from upstart e-commerce platforms and large established platforms (such as Amazon) 
could cause difficult pricing wars and hamper the company’s ability to achieve its growth objectives. 

Macroeconomic headwinds. A sustained economic downturn could weaken demand for the platform’s products as disposable 
income dwindles, leading to downward pressures on pricing. This could result in lower-than-expected revenue and weak 
margins. 

Challenged rollout of expanded product offerings. One of the company’s growth opportunities is the expansion of its product 
offerings to items such as tech-enabled health and beauty products with the goal of expanding the customer base. Lower than 
expected consumer adoption of the Newegg platform for purchasing such products could result in challenges to the company’s 
revenue growth.

Industry Overview

The North American technology product marketplace appears to be one of the strongest opportunities in e-commerce, given 
that electronics are expected to continue to grow faster than the overall global e-commerce market. According to Frost and 
Sullivan, the North American technology product e-commerce market is expected to grow from $108 billion in 2019 to $482 
billion in 2026, representing 25% CAGR, illustrated in Figure #1 - North American Electronics E-commerce Market. Notably, the 
25% growth rate compares favorably to the aforementioned global retail e-commerce growth rate of 13.5% over a comparable 
timeframe.
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Figure #1 - North American Electronics E-commerce Market

Source: Frost and Sullivan

The rise of internet commerce provided an alternative to shopping in brick-and-motor stores. This online shopping revolution 
began in the mid-1990s when secure online transactions first became possible. Sites like Amazon and the platform that 
eventually became known as eBay launched in 1995.  

E-commerce quickly caught on, and, according to The Fulfillment Lab, the global e-commerce market reached $150 billion by 
1999. Of course, many online retail companies went under when the Dotcom bubble broke, temporarily cooling the market 
growth. However, e-commerce quickly rebounded in the early 2000s, with Amazon's free shipping subscription "Prime" and 
Etsy both launching in 2005. In 2006, Shopify launched, providing a platform for retailers to customize online stores. 

Global e-commerce revenues grew throughout the 2010s and was bolstered in 2020 when the COVID pandemic shifted the 
global economy further away from in-person activity. According to Statista, global retail e-commerce jumped 27% in 2020 
compared with 12% growth in the prior year. Notably, the increased adoption of online retail in 2020 accelerated retail e-
commerce trends by 5 years, according to IBM. Notably, e-commerce revenues continue to grow post COVID. 

Retail e-commerce is expected to continue to grow rapidly with the total global market expected to reach $8.15 trillion by 2026, 
up from an estimated $5.7 trillion in 2022, according to Statista. That expectation assumes a compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 13.5% from 2019-2026, as illustrated in Figure #2 - Global Retail E-commerce Market.
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Figure #2 - Global Retail E-commerce Market

Source: Statista 

Electronics have been one of the fastest growing e-commerce categories in recent years. According to the U.S. Dept. of 
Commerce, during the Pandemic, electronics was one of the three fastest growing e-commerce categories. E-commerce sales 
of electronics, along with furniture and building materials, grew an aggregate 201.4% from 2019 to 2021, as illustrated in Figure 
#3 - E-commerce Growth by Category.

Figure #3 - E-commerce Growth by Category

Source: Forbes
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Company Overview

Newegg is an e-commerce company focused on electronics, such as PC components, gaming products, and other similar 
hardware. The company is headquartered in City of Industry, California and has facilities in California, Georgia, Indiana, New 
Jersey, Canada, and China.

Originally founded in 2001, Newegg has evolved over the past 20 years to become the highly ranked e-commerce platform it is 
today. Figure #4 - NPS Score highlights the platform’s standing among peers for customer experience. In its first 10 years, the 
company founded its in-house electronics brand, Rosewill, and launched its business-to-business (B2B) website. Newegg also 
founded its marketplace, which allows third-party vendors to reach consumers. Throughout the 2010s, the company expanded 
its reach to 20+ countries, including China and unified its platform to include both direct sales and marketplace, while achieving 
global scale.

Figure #4 - NPS Score

Source: Newegg investor presentation 

The company operates in both the B2B and direct to consumer (B2C) capacities. However, for the purposes of distinct 
operating segments, Newegg divides its operations into three categories: Direct Sales, Marketplace, and Services. The Direct 
Sales and Marketplace businesses are both integrated into Newegg's major platforms, Newegg.com and Newegg.ca. Direct 
Sales are Newegg's products which are purchased over its websites. Marketplace revenues are products sold by third parties 
over those same websites. Currently Direct Sales accounts for the greatest share of revenue, at 93%, while Marketplace and 
Services account for 3% and 4%, respectively, illustrated in Figure #5 - Revenue Categories.  
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Figure #5 - Revenue Categories

Source: company filings

Although the company reports on a net revenue basis, as illustrated in Figure #5, another way to look at the business is on the 
basis of gross merchandise value (GMV). The key difference is that net Marketplace revenue represents the net commission 
received by the company, whereas GMV represents the total value of products sold. Figure #6 — GMV Revenue Categories 
illustrates the company's revenue mix on a gross basis.  

 Figure #6 — GMV Revenue Categories

Source: company filings
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Direct Sales Segment 

Through its Direct Sales segment, Newegg partners with manufacturers and wholesalers to offer products to businesses, 
schools, and nonprofits (B2B) and direct to consumers (B2C). Figure #7 - Newegg.com illustrates the company's website and a 
small portion of its product offerings. The Direct Sales segment is the company’s primary revenue source, currently accounting 
for 93% of revenue with gross margins of 13.6%. 

Figure #7 - Newegg.com

Source: Newegg.com

In obtaining products from wholesalers and manufacturers, Newegg typically handles warehousing, packaging, shipping, 
payment processing, and customer service. However, in some cases, Newegg drop ships directly from partner warehouses. In 
order to obtain products at competitive costs, the company maintains deep relationships with established and emerging IT 
brands. 

In the first half of 2023, we believe the Direct Sales segment will have lower year-over-year revenues and gross margins due to 
a challenging economic outlook. Figure #8 — Direct Sales Outlook illustrates our forecast for the segment through 2024. Our 
forecast calls for a return to revenue growth for the segment for the full year 2024 and improving gross margins of 10.1%. 
Notably, although Direct Sales will likely still account for the bulk of total company revenues in 2024, we believe Direct Sales 
will account for a reduced share in the future, as its other revenue segments are anticipated to accelerate revenue growth. 
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Figure #8 — Direct Sales Outlook

Source: Noble estimates

Marketplace Segment

Through Newegg’s Marketplace segment, the company allows third-party vendors to sell direct to customers through Newegg's 
primary platforms, Newegg.com and Newegg.ca. Newegg Marketplace was initially launched in 2010 as a way for consumers 
to buy from third-party vendors (B2C). However, in 2014 the company broadened the platform to accommodate B2B sellers. 
The platform now serves both B2C and B2B markets, boasting more than 9,000 sellers from over 47 countries and territories. 
Newegg collects a commission on items sold by third party vendors on its platforms. As such, increasing the number of sellers 
is a key component to revenue growth.

The Marketplace platform features electronic items for which Newegg is traditionally known, as well as other peripheral 
technology product categories, such as health and beauty technology products. The Marketplace platform provides sellers with 
a portal for managing the day-to-day of selling to customers. Newegg also offers services to vendors, such as Shipped by 
Newegg for order fulfilment. Notably, Newegg carefully vets new sellers for its Marketplace platform based on service level, 
logistical capability, category focus, customer rating, reputation, and sales volume, to ensure optimal customer experience. 
Currently the Marketplace segment accounts for 3% of total revenue, when measured on a net commission basis. As such, 
there is essentially no cost of goods sold associated with Marketplace revenues as reported.

Services Segment 

Through services such as Shipped by Newegg and Newegg Logistics, the company provides warehousing and fulfillment 
services, and end-to-end logistics services like packaging and shipping. These services are provided to both marketplace 
sellers, as well as manufacturing and wholesale partners. As such, Services revenue can tend to correlate with the growth of 
Marketplace third-party sellers. Figure #9 - Newegg Ecosystem illustrates how the company’s logistics capabilities support the 
value chain, from venders and suppliers all the way to the end customer.
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Figure #9 - Newegg Ecosystem

Source: Newegg investor presentation

Recently, the company launched Newegg Media, which works together with Marketplace sellers to help sell products. The 
Services segment also includes several other services such as Newegg Staffing, which helps to streamline the process of hiring 
logistics and manufacturing employees with offices in three states. Additionally, Newegg offers customers service, commercial 
facility cleaning, and PC assembly services. The Services segment currently accounts for 4% of total revenue.

Figure #10 — Marketplace & Services Outlook illustrates our forecast for the two segments. We model gross profit for the two 
segments together, since Marketplace revenues are booked on a net commission basis and do not carry a cost of goods sold. 
We are forecasting revenue growth for both segments in 2023 and for revenue growth to accelerate in 2024. Notably, the 
combined gross profit margin of the two segments is roughly 50%, well above the gross margins of the Direct Sales segment. 
As such, the prospect of revenue growth acceleration for these two segments is likely a key driver of expanding total company 
cash flow margins.

Figure #10 — Marketplace & Services Outlook

Source: Noble estimates
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Recent Results and Outlook

Newegg reports its results on a calendar year basis, with the latest financial report its September 30, 2022 third quarter end. 
The company reported revenue of $349.2 million, a reduction of 35% compared with the prior year period. Figure #11 - 3Q22 
Operating Results illustrates the most recent quarter compared with the year earlier quarter. The year-over-year decline was 
driven by industry oversupply, which led to discounted prices in the electronic component market. The oversupply of inventory 
resulted from a flood of inventory as the global supply chain crisis abated.

Figure #11 - 3Q22 Operating Results

Source: Company filings

We expect the pricing challenges to continue in the soon-to-be reported fourth quarter. Our estimates anticipate revenue to 
decline 30.1% to $439.2 million, a sequential improvement from the 35.4% revenue decline in Q3. The company is expected to 
swing toward cash flow breakeven in Q4, the first time since Q1, with adj. EBITDA of $0.1 million. Our Q4 projections are 
illustrated in Figure #12 — 4Q22 Forecast.  
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Figure #12 — 4Q22 Forecast.  

Source: Noble estimates

We believe revenues will continue to decline year-over-year in the first half of 2023. Looking forward toward the second half of 
2023, however, the oversupply issues should begin to abate, leading to a pricing recovery.  In our view, the over supply should 
be worked through and discounts should become less needed to move inventory. We believe this will result in a revenue 
recovery and improved margins. Additionally, the company's recent cost-cutting measure and implementation of increased 
automation should contribute to enhanced margins in 2023, a trend that we believe will continue in 2024.

For the full year 2023, we anticipate that revenue will be $1.52 billion and that the company will swing towards positive cash 
flow with adj. EBITDA of $3.9 million. In 2024, we are forecasting positive revenue growth of  3.1% to $1.57 billion and 
improving adj. EBITDA of $7.4 million. Figure #13 - Financial Forecast illustrates our expectations for 2023 and 2024. Our 
complete forecast can be found later in this report. Note that we view the Marketplace and Services segments as primary 
revenue and cash flow growth engines for the company and believe that these segments will account for a greater portion of 
total revenue. In 2021 these segments, in total accounted for 5.6% of total company revenues, and we anticipate the combined 
segment revenue share to grow to 9.5% by 2024.
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Figure #13 - Financial Forecast

Source: Noble estimates 

Overall, we believe that, in the short term, the company is poised to improve its cost structure, becoming leaner while revenues 
recover from the challenges of 2022. Over the longer term, we believe the company has opportunities to ramp growth at a 
faster pace with initiatives like its expansion of its product offerings, which could drive a spike in third-party sellers and broaden 
the Newegg.com costumer base. Additionally, though it is currently a relatively small portion of total revenue, we believe that 
Services segment could be a significant driver of long-term revenue growth as it gains traction. Furthermore, any reversal of the 
current macroeconomic challenges could catalyze a faster revenue growth trajectory for the Newegg platform.  
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Financial Overview and Fundamental Assessment

As of September 30, 2022, the company had $81.9 million in cash and $1.4 million in long-term debt. The long-term debt 
consists of a term loan agreed upon in 2013 at an original principal amount of $4.1 million. Interest on the term loan is floating 
at the one-year savings account plus 0.61% with a floor of 1.8%. The loan matures in November of 2028. As of September 30, 
the effective interest rate was 1.8%. Figure #14 - Balance Sheet illustrates the company’s financial position. We believe the 
company has significant financial flexibility and could seek opportunistic acquisitions to enhance its long-term revenue and cash 
flow growth. Management has not fully baked its acquisition strategy, but we believe that acquisitions are a part of its long term 
growth initiatives. 

Figure #14 - Balance Sheet ($ in thousands)

Source: Company filings 
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Management Overview

The company is lead by an experienced management team with varying tenures at Newegg. However, we believe the company 
has been headed in a new direction in recent years after Anthony Chow took over leadership of the company. Anthony Chow, 
who returned to Newegg as CEO in 2020, has been a business leader in the e-commerce industry for years. During his first 
stint with Newegg, he oversaw operations in both North America and China, before serving in leadership at other e-commerce 
companies during his time away from Newegg. Since returning to Newegg as CEO, Mr. Chow has unified the Newegg platform, 
bringing together the Direct Sales and Marketplace domains to simplify the customer interface. As CEO, he also led the effort to 

bring the company public on the Nasdaq in May of 2021.  

Anthony Chow, Chief Executive Officer: Mr. Chow has been serving as CEO of Newegg since 2020. Prior to assuming the 
CEO position, he served as Vice President of the company’s North American business, President of Newegg’s China operation 
and OZZO Logistics, a subsidiary of Newegg. Mr. Chow left Newegg in 2011 to serve as CEO of OTTO Group China until 2015, 
then from 2015 to 2019 he served as Vice President of Haier group. In 2019 Mr. Chow returned to Newegg and was named 
CEO in 2020. In addition to serving as CEO, he also serves on the board of directors for the company. Mr. Chow Earned a 
bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from the University of Toledo, and an MBA from the University of California Los 
Angeles Anderson School of Management.

James Spannos, Chief Operational Officer: Mr. Spannos has been with the company since 2018 and is currently the COO. 
Prior to joining the company, Spannos was Senior Vice President of North American Fulfillment and Logistics at FTD.com. Prior 
to FTD.com, Spannos spent five years as head of distribution for Kraft Heinz. During his time at Kraft Heinz, he managed third 
party logistics and employees for over 100 distribution facilities. Before Kraft Heinz, Mr. Spannos spent 12 years at Home 
Depot and helped develop the foundation of its current supply chain. Notably, he was the youngest GM in company history 
during his tenure at Home Depot.

Robert Chang, Chief Financial Officer: Mr. Chang has been at the company for 20 years and has been CFO since 2013. 
Prior to becoming CFO, Mr. Chang held the positions of Controller and Vice President of Finance. Before his time at the 
company Mr. Chang spent five years as an operational analyst at Taiwan YFY Paper Manufacturers. He holds a bachelor’s 
degree in Economics from Soochow University and a master’s degree in Finance from University of La Verne. 

 

Board of Directors

Fred Chang: Mr. Chang is the founder of Newegg and currently holds the position of chairman of the strategy committee and 
vice chairman of the board of directors. Mr. Chang has been back on the board of directors since 2019. He was previously on 
the board of directors from 2005 to 2018, and was CEO on three separate occasions from 2005 to 2008, 2013 to 2015 and from 
October 2019 to March 2020.

Fuya Zheng: Mr. Zheng has been an independent director since April 2020. Mr. Zheng was CFO of Cogo Group from January 
2008 to November 2012, which was a publicly traded company at the time. Additionally, Mr. Zheng was a consultant at Yingde 
Gases Group, an industrial gas supplier in China from September 2017 to March 2020. Mr. Zheng earned a bachelor’s degree 
in business administration with a specialization in Accounting from City University of New York in 1994.

Zhitao “Tom” He: Mr. He has been a board member since March of 2017 and chairman since March 2018. Mr. He founded 
Lianluo Interactive in 2007 and is current chairman of its board of directors. In addition to being chairman of the board of 
directors for Newegg and Lianluo, Tom serves on the board of directors for six other companies. Mr. He earned his master’s 
degree from Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications.

Yingmei Yang: Ms. Yang has been a board member since July 2018 and has served as Vice President of Hangzhou Lianluo 
Interactive since February 2018. Prior to her time at Hangzhou Lianluo, Ms. Yang was the CFO and VP of Lianluo Interactive 
from January 2015 to February 2018.
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Paul Wu: Mr. Wu has been on the board of directors since February 2020. Paul currently sits as the chair of the compensation 
committee, and is a member of the audit, nominating and governance committees. In addition to his service on the board, Mr. 
Wu is the founder and current CEO of Carota. Mr. Wu also co-founded MOX mobile accelerator and previously held the 
position of CEO at Pocketnet Tech. Mr. Wu earned his bachelor’s degree from the Department of Agricultural Economics at 
Taiwan University, before earning an MBA from RSM Rotterdam Business School.

Gregory Moore: Mr. Moore has served on the board of directors since 2011. He currently sits as the chair of the audit 
committee and nominating & governance committees, in addition to being a member of the compensation committee. Prior to 
joining Newegg, Mr. Moore was the Senior Vice President and Controller of Yum! Brands.

Anthony Chow: In addition to being the current CEO of Newegg Mr. Chow also serves on the board of directors. 

Stock Overview and Valuation

Newegg went public in May of 2021 through a reverse merger with Lianluo Smart Limited (LLIT), a medical parts manufacturer. 
Upon the completion of the merger, Newegg became the company’s wholly owned subsidiary, and the Newegg shareholders 
became the majority shareholders, at nearly 99% ownership. Additionally, the legacy medical parts business was disposed 
upon the completion of the merger and the remaining company began trading under the new symbol NEGG. As of September 
30, there were 445.4 million fully diluted shares outstanding, inclusive of 374 million shares, 59.5 million stock options, 11.8 
million restricted stock units, and 125,000 warrants. Figure #15 - Top 5 Ownership illustrates the key owners of the NEGG 
shares. Notably, there is a healthy public share float, estimated to be 23.6 million shares, but it is just 5.3% of total shares 
outstanding. The recent average daily trading volume is roughly 2 million shares. 

Figure #15 - Top 5 Ownership

Source: company filings

Over the last year, NEGG shares have been punished, down nearly 70%, as illustrated in Figure #16 - NEGG 1-Year Stock 
Performance. The NEGG shares performed well below the company's peer group averages as described later in this report. 
We believe that the under performance was likely a function of investors gravitating toward well-known players in the industry, a 
move toward more safe haven stocks in an uncertain general market environment. 
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Figure #16 - NEGG 1-Year Stock Performance 

 

Source: Google Finance

Newegg's peer group fell 20% in the last 12 months compared with broader market's 7.6% drop, as measured by the S&P 500 
Index. Figure #17 — E-commerce 1-Year Stock Performance illustrates the recent struggles of e-commerce stocks. Notably, as 
evident in the chart, the Noble E-commerce Index seemed to have bottomed in late December down 32% from the highs of 
nearly a year prior. Recently, the Noble E-commerce Index has recovered slightly. We believe that the NEGG shares should 
outperform its peer group as the e-commerce industry recovers. To that end, the NEGG shares increased 46% from its January 
2, 2023 lows. 

Figure #17 — E-commerce 1-Year Stock Performance

Source: Capital IQ
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Newegg’s e-commerce peers are illustrated in Figure #18 - E-commerce Peer Group. The group is composed of companies 
that operate in the e-commerce vertical, some of which also share a focus on the electronic product group, similarly to Newegg. 
Given the lack of comparative data on the basis of EBITDA in the industry, our valuation methodology focuses on revenue 
multiples. In our view, the company is still in the early stage of its development and there is substantial growth in the e-
commerce industry. 

Near current levels, the NEGG shares trade at 0.5 times enterprise value to our 2023 revenue forecast, below the average of 
1.0 times for its peer group. Our enterprise value calculation uses 445.4 million fully diluted shares outstanding. We believe 
there are several factors that could catalyze a higher valuation. These catalysts include favorable cash flow upside surprise due 
to its cost-cutting measures, recovering revenue on the heels of the recent oversupply issues, and robust revenue growth 
prospects associated with its Marketplace and Services segments. We believe these factors could lead toward better cash flow 
margins, justifying a revenue multiple more in line with peers. Notably, we anticipate the company will be adj. EBITDA positive 
in 2023 and grow its adj. EBITDA in 2024. Success in achieving favorable adj. EBITDA margins may allow a valuation 
methodology that focuses on adj. EBITDA. 

Given the compelling stock valuation, the NEGG shares are rated Outperform with a $3.50 price target. Our price target is 
reflective of a target EV/2023 revenue multiple of 1.0 times, more in line with peers. Risks in achieving our price target include: 
increased competition as more businesses move into the e-commerce vertical, sustained macroeconomic headwinds, such as 
inflation, and lower than expected consumer adoption of the company's expanding product offerings. 

Figure #18 - E-commerce Peer Group

Source: Eikon & Noble estimates
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Company Profile

Newegg is an e-commerce company focused on electronics, such as PC components, gaming products, and other similar 
hardware. The company is headquartered in City of Industry, California and operates distribution facilities throughout the U.S. 
and Canada. Originally founded in 2001, Newegg has evolved over the past 20 years to become a highly ranked e-commerce 
platform. During its first 10 years, the company founded its in-house electronics brand, Rosewill, and launched its business-to-
business (B2B) website. During this period, Newegg also founded its marketplace, which allows third-party vendors to reach 
consumers. Over the next 10 years, throughout the 2010s, the company expanded its reach to 20+ countries, including China. 
During this period, the company unified its platform to include both direct sales and marketplace, while achieving global scale. It 
operates through three business segments, Direct Sales, Marketplace, and Services. 

Fundamental Analysis - 3.5/5.0 Checks

We are initiating coverage with a fundamental score of 3.5. The ranking is based on several factors including Corporate 
Governance/Management, Market Opportunity, Competitive Position, Operating Leverage, and Financial Leverage. The 
company scores high on Market Opportunity, given the large and growing addressable market estimated to reach $482 billion in 
North America by 2026. The company received lower marks on Operating Leverage given that its margins are lower than its 
peer group, estimated to be 0.3% in 2023 versus its peer group at 7% on an adj. EBITDA  basis. The company stated that it 
plans to decrease costs to improve its cash flow margins and to right size its business. Further efforts in that direction could 
lead us to upwardly revise our fundamental analysis. The company also scored high on Financial Leverage, given that the 
company currently has $81 million in cash and virtually no long term debt.  

Valuation Summary

Near current levels, the NEGG shares trade at 0.5 times enterprise value to our 2023 revenue forecast, below its e-commerce 
peers, which trade near an average of 1.0 times. Our enterprise value calculation uses 445.4 million fully diluted shares 
outstanding. We believe there are several factors that could catalyze a higher valuation. These include the company’s cost-
cutting measures, recovering revenue on the heels of the recent oversupply issues, and robust growth prospects associated 
with its Marketplace and Services segments. We believe these factors could lead to better cash flow margins, justifying a 
revenue multiple more in line with peers. Notably, we anticipate the company will be cash flow positive in 2023 and grow its 
cash flows in 2024. We rate the shares Outperform with a $3.50 price target, which is reflective of a target EV/2023 revenue 
multiple of 1.0 times, more in line with peers.

Risks in achieving our price target include: increased competition as more businesses move into the e-commerce vertical, 
sustained macroeconomic headwinds, such as inflation, and lower than expected consumer adoption of the company's 
expanding product offerings. 
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GENERAL DISCLAIMERS
All statements or opinions contained herein that include the words "we", "us", or "our" are solely the responsibility of Noble Capital Markets, Inc. ("Noble") and 
do not necessarily reflect statements or opinions expressed by any person or party affiliated with the company mentioned in this report. Any opinions expressed 
herein are subject to change without notice. All information provided herein is based on public and non-public information believed to be accurate and reliable, 
but is not necessarily complete and cannot be guaranteed. No judgment is hereby expressed or should be implied as to the suitability of any security described 
herein for any specific investor or any specific investment portfolio. The decision to undertake any investment regarding the security mentioned herein should 
be made by each reader of this publication based on its own appraisal of the implications and risks of such decision.

This publication is intended for information purposes only and shall not constitute an offer to buy/sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy/sell any security 
mentioned in this report, nor shall there be any sale of the security herein in any state or domicile in which said offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior 
to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such state or domicile. This publication and all information, comments, statements or opinions 
contained or expressed herein are applicable only as of the date of this publication and subject to change without prior notice. Past performance is not 
indicative of future results.

Noble accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the material in this report, except that this exclusion of liability does not apply to the extent that such 
liability arises under specific statutes or regulations applicable to Noble. This report is not to be relied upon as a substitute for the exercising of independent 
judgement. Noble may have published, and may in the future publish, other research reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, 
the information provided in this report. Noble is under no obligation to bring to the attention of any recipient of this report, any past or future reports. Investors 
should only consider this report as single factor in making an investment decision.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
This publication is confidential for the information of the addressee only and may not be reproduced in whole or in part, copies circulated, or discussed to 
another party, without the written consent of Noble Capital Markets, Inc. ("Noble"). Noble seeks to update its research as appropriate, but may be unable to do 
so based upon various regulatory constraints. Research reports are not published at regular intervals; publication times and dates are based upon the analyst's 
judgement. Noble professionals including traders, salespeople and investment bankers may provide written or oral market commentary, or discuss trading 
strategies to Noble clients and the Noble proprietary trading desk that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research report.

The majority of companies that Noble follows are emerging growth companies. Securities in these companies involve a higher degree of risk and more volatility 
than the securities of more established companies. The securities discussed in Noble research reports may not be suitable for some investors and as such, 
investors must take extra care and make their own determination of the appropriateness of an investment based upon risk tolerance, investment objectives and 
financial status.

Company Specific Disclosures
The following disclosures relate to relationships between Noble and the company (the "Company") covered by the Noble Research Division and referred to in 
this research report.
 
The Company in this report is a participant in the Company Sponsored Research Program ("CSRP"); Noble receives compensation from the Company for such 
participation. No part of the CSRP compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to any specific recommendations or views expressed by the 

analyst in this research report. 

Noble intends to seek compensation for investment banking services and non-investment banking services (securities and non-securities related) within the 
next 3 months.
 
Noble is not a market maker in the Company.
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FUNDAMENTAL ASSESSMENT
The fundamental assessment rating system is designed to provide insights on the company's fundamentals both on a macro level, which incorporates a 
company's market opportunity and competitive position, and on a micro/company specific level. The micro/company specific attributes include operating & 
financial leverage, and corporate governance/management. The number of check marks that a company receives is designed to provide a quick reference and 
easy determination of the company's fundamentals based upon the following five attributes of the company (weighting reflects the importance of each attribute 
in the overall scoring of company’s fundamental analysis): 

Attribute Weighting

   Corporate Governance/Management 20%

   Market Opportunity Analysis 20%

   Competitive Position 20%

   Operating Leverage 20%

   Financial Leverage 20%

For each attribute, the analysts score the company from a low of zero to a high of ten based upon the analysis described below. The final rating and resulting 
check marks is a result of dividing the overall score (out of 100%) by ten.

Rating Score Checks

   Superior 9.1 to 10 Five Checks

   Superior 8.1 to 9 Four & A Half Checks

   Above Average 7.1 to 8 Four Checks

   Above Average 6.1 to 7 Three & A Half Checks

   Average 5.1 to 6 Three Checks

   Average 4 to 5 Two & A Half Checks

   Below Average 3 to 3.9 Two Checks

   Below Average 2 to 2.9 One & A Half Checks

   Low Quality 0 to 1.9 One Check

While these are the attributes currently used for the analyst's fundamental analysis, the attributes and weighting may be reviewed, updated with additional 
attributes, and/or changed in the future based on discussions with the analysts and recommendations from the Director of Research.

Following is the description of each attribute in the fundamental analysis. 

Corporate Governance/Management
We believe that a review of corporate governance and assessment of the senior management are important tools to determine investment merit. Good 
corporate governance aligns management with the interests of stakeholders. As such, analysts are to rank the company on the basis of good corporate 
governance principles that may include rules and procedures, board composition and staggered term limits, rights and responsibilities, corporate objectives, 
monitoring of actions and policies, and accountability. In addition, analysts will assess issues with controlling shareholders and whether decisions have been 
made in the past that were in the interests of all shareholders. In addition, management will be assessed based on industry experience, expertise, and/or track 
record. 

High ranking example: Board and management that is aligned with the interests of shareholders with incentives based on stock price appreciation and with an 
experienced management team known for exceptional shareholder returns.

Low ranking example: Concentrated ownership without independent directors that do not necessarily align with all shareholders' interests.

The Market Opportunity Analysis 
In this review, the analyst assesses the company's macro environment as a measure of understanding the industry. Factors considered include the size and 
growth potential of the industry under various economic conditions, the emerging demands in the market, technological benefits/disruptions, competition, 
geographical opportunities, and customer demands/needs, and an assessment of supply and distribution channels. In addition, the analyst will review legal and 
regulatory trends, as well as potential shifts in consumer or social behavior and natural environment changes.

High rank example: A company in an industry that is growing revenues well above GDP rates (which are on average 2% plus) and/or may have unmet or under-
served needs in a rapidly growing market opportunity. 

Low rank example: A mature industry that is in secular decline and likely to grow below GDP rates.
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Competitive Position 
The evaluation of the company's competitive position is another macro environment attribute designed to measure the relevance, market share, position and 
value proposition, and sustainable differentiations of the company and its products/services within its industry. Ease of entry into the industry and the ability of 
other well-funded players to potentially enter the market would be determined. As such, the assessment would consider the company's strengths and 
advantages of its products/services against weaknesses and limitations. This may include the company's current brand awareness, pricing and cost structure, 
current market strategies and geographic penetration that may affect demand for its products/services. In addition, the company's competitors would be 
evaluated. 

High rank example: An analyst would consider the company's product to be superior to its competitors and that should allow the company to gain market share. 

Low rank example: A company with a "me-too" product that does not have any significant technology advantages in an industry that has low barriers to entry. 

Operating Leverage
Simplistically, operating leverage is determined by the operating income relative to changes in revenue. The analyst will calculate the impact on sensitivity on 
gross margins and variable costs to determine operating leverage. The analyst will take into account the ability of the company to cut fixed and variable costs in 
a challenged revenue environment and technological changes that may impact operating expenses. In addition, the analyst is to assess corporate strategies 
that include capital investment, which may be required for sustainable revenue growth, marketing expenses, and the company's ability to attract and retain 
talent and/or employees. The analyst should focus on the revenue opportunity and determine the price elasticity of demand for the company's products or 
services. In other words, the analyst is to rank the company based on improved operating margins going forward on an absolute and relative basis. 

High rank example: A company that has improving margins for the foreseeable future, with significant price elasticity. 

Low rank example: A company that is in a challenged revenue environment with a fixed cost structure and limited ability to cut costs, indicating an outlook for 
declining margins. 

Financial Leverage 
A strict definition of financial leverage is total debt divided by total shareholder's equity. Financial leverage analysis is to determine the company's ability to 
improve shareholder value by means of utilizing its balance sheet to grow organically or to acquire assets. Analysts may look at the company's debt to cash 
flow leverage ratio, interest coverage ratios, or debt to equity ratios. In addition, the interest rate environment and the outlook for interest rates are a factor in 
determining the company's ability to manage financial leverage. Finally, the analyst is expected to determine the ability to service the debt given the industry 
and/or company profile, such as cyclicality, barriers to entry, history of bankruptcy, consistency in revenue and profit growth, or predictability in sales and profits 
and large cash reserves. The analyst is expected to take into account capital intensity of the company and the anticipated of capital allocation decisions. 

High rank example: A company with predictable and growing revenue and cash flow with modest debt levels. This may indicate that the company could improve 
shareholder value through growth investments, including acquisitions, using debt financing.

Low rank example: A company in a cyclical industry in a late stage economic cycle that has above average debt leverage and is in an industry that has a history 
of financial challenges, including bankruptcies. 
 

ANALYST CREDENTIALS, PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATIONS, AND EXPERIENCE
Director of Research. Senior Equity Analyst specializing in Media & Entertainment. 34 years of experience as an analyst. Member of the National Cable 
Television Society Foundation and the National Association of Broadcasters. BS in Management Science, Computer Science Certificate and MBA specializing 

in Finance from St. Louis University. 

Named WSJ 'Best on the Street' Analyst six times. 
FINRA licenses 7, 24, 66, 86, 87.

CONTINUING COVERAGE

Unless otherwise noted through the dropping of coverage or change in analyst, the analyst who wrote this research report will provide continuing coverage on 
this company through the publishing of research available through Noble Capital Market's distribution lists, website, third party distribution partners, and through 
Noble’s affiliated website, channelchek.com. 
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WARNING
This report is intended to provide general securities advice, and does not purport to make any recommendation that any securities transaction is appropriate for 
any recipient particular investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Prior to making any investment decision, recipients should assess, or seek 
advice from their advisors, on whether any relevant part of this report is appropriate to their individual circumstances. If a recipient was referred to by an 
investment advisor, that advisor may receive a benefit in respect of transactions effected on the recipients behalf, details of which will be available on request in 
regard to a transaction that involves a personalized securities recommendation. Additional risks associated with the security mentioned in this report that might 
impede achievement of the target can be found in its initial report issued by . This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published for any purpose 
unless authorized by .

RESEARCH ANALYST CERTIFICATION
Independence Of View
All views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about the subject securities or issuers.

Receipt of Compensation
No part of my compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to any specific recommendations or views expressed in the public appearance and/or 
research report.

Ownership and Material Conflicts of Interest
Neither I nor anybody in my household has a financial interest in the securities of the subject company or any other company mentioned in this report.

NOBLE RATINGS DEFINITIONS % OF SECURITIES COVERED % IB CLIENTS

   Outperform: potential return is >15% above the current price 91% 25%

   Market Perform: potential return is -15% to 15% of the current price 9% 1%

   Underperform: potential return is >15% below the current price 0% 0%

NOTE: On August 20, 2018, Noble Capital Markets, Inc. changed the terminology of its ratings (as shown above) from "Buy" to "Outperform", from "Hold" to 
"Market Perform" and from "Sell" to "Underperform." The percentage relationships, as compared to current price (definitions), have remained the same.

Additional information is available upon request. Any recipient of this report that wishes further information regarding the subject company or the disclosure 
information mentioned herein, should contact Noble Capital Markets, Inc. by mail or phone.

Noble Capital Markets, Inc.
150 E Palmetto Park Rd, Suite 110
Boca Raton, FL 33432
561-994-1191

Noble Capital Markets, Inc. is a FINRA (Financial Industry Regulatory Authority) registered broker/dealer.

Noble Capital Markets, Inc. is an MSRB (Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board) registered broker/dealer.
Member - SIPC (Securities Investor Protection Corporation)

Report ID: 25596
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